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W E L C OM E
Thank you for joining us for what will be 

the most exciting year at CBY yet. We are 
pleased to launch new programs, announce 
new partnerships and continue to deliver our 
award-winning creative arts education for 
our upcoming sixth year.

Our ‘21-‘22 academic year was one of 
EVOLUTION for our academy. We returned 

to in-person instruction, opened our new 
studio and launched our inaugral group 

programs, including our successful musical 
theatre program, the CBY Showstoppers. 

As we now all gather a collective breath and 
gear up for our next academic year, our focus 

turns to GROWTH; both inside and out. Students 
can look forward to bigger productions, new 

group classes, greater industry connections 
and an expanding CBY campus, with Memorial 
Hall becoming our new site for  musical 

theatre group instruction. 

And with our 
newly created 

Board of Directors 
now ‘steering the 
ship’, we believe 
this growth will 

continue to keep 
us at the cutting 
edge of youth 
arts education, 
providing the 
best place for 
young people 
to learn and 
thrive.

Christian Bell-Young 

Academy Director
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About CBY
On the 1st of September 2017, CBY Music opened its doors 

to the puplic. Operating from a small basement in Oakville, 
husband and wife team Christian and Karen began with just 

four students across piano, voice and guitar until November of 
2017, when they relocated, moving to a townhouse in the heart of 
Waterdown. Very quickly, word of mouth began to build, raising 
awareness of the CBY experience and establishing it as an up and 
coming presence in the community for music education.

By the summer of 2018, Christian and Karen were welcoming 25 
students into their home each week, applying a bespoke methodology 
to their teaching practice that would guide and mentor each student 
individually, helping them to achieve their creative goals. These 
goals ranged from earning formal music qualifications to building 
valuable performance experience, and with each student adding a 
unique and vibrant thread to the expanding fabric of CBY, it wasn’t 
long before its creative 
arts programming 
began to expand too. 

This expansion 
would see the 
beginnings of a 
musical theatre 
training program, as 
well as group instrumental 
instruction. In December 2019, CBY Music hosted a Christmas 
concert that saw all 48 of its students perform to an audience of 
120 family and friends. 
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About CBY
And the growth has never slowed. 

The pandemic saw CBY migrate its 
operations online for 18 months, 

in which time they opened a 
film acting class, produced a 

virtual musical and hosted 
multiple online concerts 

and masterclasses. In 
September 2021, CBY 

became CBY Music & 
Performing Arts, opened a 

brand new, purpose-built studio 
in the heart of Waterdown and 

expanded their programming even 
further to include dance, voiceover 

acting and an all-inclusive musical 
theatre training group called “The CBY Showstoppers”.

As an award-winning academy, CBY has 
become the number one studio in Waterdown 
and Flamborough for youth arts education, 
where we develop the next generation of 
Canadian artists as they explore their passion 
and find their place.

The CBY community is now made up 
of 150+ students and their families 

across the Hamilton/Halton area and 
beyond!
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The hexagon is one of the strongest and most efficient 
geometric shapes. This is analogous to our developmental 
strategy, where the six sides of the hexagon correlate with 

the 6 CORE STRANDS that make the strongest students in the 
most efficient way; we call it “the whole artist” approach. Our 
ongoing objective is to nurture each strand in the student to 
allow them to become the most balanced and complete artistic 
practitioner possible; to become a whole artist.

The Performance strand builds confidence and skills as a 
performer through repertoire and stagecraft studies. The 
Academic strand fosters a curiosity and understanding of 

the theory behind the art. For those who choose it, the Career 
strand gives access to best in class industry opportunities and 
preparation. The Creative strand develops a student’s ability 
to create original work, and discover nuanced interpretations 
of existing work. The Technical strand is concerned with the 
ongoing physical practices of performance art, from physical 
health to correct tactile engagement. Finally, the Core strand 
supports the ongoing personal development of the student as 
they grow as unique individuals.
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Why Study With Us? 
I f you have ambitions to build a successful career in the 

performing arts, or if you simply want an engaging environment 
with the best educators in the area to learn something new, 

CBY is the place to realize this. From our purpose built studio 
within a beautiful historic building located in the very heart of 
Waterdown, we offer specialized lessons in voice, piano, guitar, 
drums, ukulele, artist development, songwriting, dance, acting, 
voiceover acting and musical 
theatre. CBY is a place to 
learn your craft, to do what 
you love, and to open 
yourself up to amazing 
possibilities. 

We develop the 
next generation 
of Canadian artists 
by constantly offering 
opportunities outside of 
lessons to help our students 
reach their full potential. 
We believe that the real education takes place experientially, 
which is why we leverage our established presence in the 
arts community to give students access to unique growth 
opportunities. 

These include:

- Regional and provincial competitions.
- Leading roles in major musical theatre productions.
- Exclusive access to Canadian talent agencies.
- Two studio concerts per year.
-  Releasing original music on our record label.
- Additional community performance opportunities
- Examinations for interested students in both classical and 
contemporary instrumental, vocal and theatre performance 
with the Royal Conservatory of Music, Conservatory Canada,  
and Rock School Ltd.
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Why Study With Us? 

2017
100%

Highest rated
academy in 
Waterdown

est

exam pass rate

PERSONALIZED
LEARNING

PLAN

SOURCE: GOOGLE REVIEWS

ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR
FLAMBOROUGH CHAMBER OF  COMMERCE

REC IP IENT  OF

2021

Zooey Schneider
Junior Voice and Musical Theatre student

I love CBY!
I learn to sing each week and I have 
even won spots at Provincial singing 

contests. I also get to perform 
in musicals! Christian & 

Karen are so nice and I 
have fun with my friends!
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Our Mission
Our mission is to equip aspiring singers, instrumentalists, 

songwriters, dancers, and actors with the best resources 
for learning and experiencing the performing arts. We offer 
diverse opportunities such as private lessons, group lessons, 
musical theatre productions, access to a recording studio and 
film suite, workshops with internationally-renowned artists, 
and agent showcases. But most of all, we are committed to 
creating an inclusive and supportive studio culture for students 

and parents alike. 

 - THE EVERGREEN EXPERIENCE - 
Students and members of CBY are given an “evergreen 
experience”, which not only means that you get our undivided 
attention during class time, but also outside of class time; 
we are constantly nurturing new relationships within the 
industry, creating new performance and professional based 
opportunities for our students, and developing new pedagogical 
methods to ensure that your education with us is always at 

the very forefront of performing arts disciplines.
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Private Programs

VOICE

Voice lessons focus on building technical 
strength, musicianship skills and fluency 

of repertoire across a wide spectrum of 
genres.  Vocal health, stagecraft and 

the art of storytelling are also studied.

PIANO

Piano lessons develop every facet of 
musicianship, starting with foundation 

skills across reading and playing and 
progressing to repertoire, composition 

and fluency of general theory concepts 
and technical methods.

GUITAR

Guitar lessons support a student’s journey 
through stylistic awarenenss, genre 

appreciation and technical prowess. 
Chords, tab and treble clef reading is 

honed alongside studies in both classical 
and contemporary styles.

DRUMS

Drum lessons seek to nurture the rhythmic 
sensibilities of the student, building 

confidence in notation reading, song 
play, genre studies and the physicality 

required to master the kit. Rocking out 
is required! 

UKULELE

Ukulele lessons introduce the student 
to early string instrumental concepts, 

including mastering a fret board, 
playing chords, and reading treble 

clef. An excellent gateway instrument 
for future guitar players!
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Private Programs

SONGWRITING

Songwriting is part of the Artist Development 
program at CBY. Students will learn time 

honoured compositional methods and 
can work towards writing, recording 

and releasing their own work on the 
CBY label.

ACTING

Private acting lessons for stage and screen 
immerses the student in a multitude 

of techniques, from Shakespeare to 
Marvel. Audition practice, self-taping, 

monologue work and performances all 
add to the enrichment of this program. 

VOICEOVER

Private voiceover acting lessons introduces 
the student to the world of character 

building. Using just their voice, students 
develop skills in timbral control, 
emotional intent and storytelling to 

bring beloved characters from video 
games, animations and commercials to 

life.

DANCE

Private dance lessons are tailored to meet 
the needs of the individual. Conditioning 

is achieved through strength, flexibility 
and balance routines, before stepping 

into choreography, genre-studies and 
industry training.

EXPLORE YOUR PASSION.
FIND YOUR PLACE.
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Group Programs

JUNIOR 
SHOWSTOPPERS

Sing, dance and act in a fully-staged musical 
production. Each week, students will 

participate in a two-hour session that 
will take them through choreography, 

singing and acting in a welcoming, 
energetic and safe environment. 

MTC

Musical Theatre Class is a weekly session 
that helps children explore their creative 

curiosity and discover the world of 
theatre, without the commitment of a 

full stage production. Accessible triple 
threat training for any skill level.

Broadway is calling! Students will attend a 
two-hour session in triple threat training, 

in a safe and creative space. Performance 
skills, auditions, character study and 

technical production elements are all 
part of the Showstoppers experience.

SENIOR
SHOWSTOPPERS

EXPLORE YOUR PASSION.
FIND YOUR PLACE.
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Group Programs

TOT DANCE

Where our littlest dancers can explore 
their biggest dreams! Tot Dance is our 

introductory class for early years 
students, cultivating interests in 

creative expressions, physical fitness, 
technique and confidence.

STREET DANCE

This energetic group session teaches the 
fundamentals of street dance, including 

hip hop, break, popping, locking, and 
perhaps most importantly, attitude! 

Accessible training and routines for 
children of all skill level.

This group dance session is for elementary 
students and builds on the foundation 

laid in Tot Dance, introducing more 
dance styles, techniques and routines 

that will challenge the student and build 
self-esteem. 

YOUTH DANCE

EXPLORE YOUR PASSION.
FIND YOUR PLACE.
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Group Programs

ACTING FOR FILM

FOR 
SEPT 2023

NEW

GROUP PIANO
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Acting for Film
NEW PROGRAM

The Silver Screen is calling...

Have you ever wanted to act for Film and TV? What is required 
to become a screen actor? How does it differ from theatrical 

acting? How do camera angles work? How is a film edited? 
How is a film produced? How do you access the Film and TV 

industry as an actor?

If you have ever found yourself asking these questions, then 
our new Acting for Film group program is for you. In this year 
long class, students will be taught the necessary techniques 
to become an actor for the screen, as well as the practical 

skills for Film and TV production. 
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Junior &
Senior
Classes 

Acting for Film

The second half of the year will see the students take a step 
behind the camera and be introduced to production. Here, 
they will learn the art of camera angles, camera movements, 
lighting, editing, script writing and more. Each student will 
build their confidence as they film their fellow classmates in 
our exciting new green screen film studio. Scripts, technical 
terms and concept development will underpin this exciting 
work. Combined with their 
on-camera skills, the year 
will culminate in a group 
production of a student 
created short film.

Taught by 
award winning 

Canadian film 
actor and CBY 

acting teacher 
Alysa King, students will 

spend the first half of the year 
developing their craft as actors. 

This will comprise of understanding 
the differences and similarities 

between screen and theatre acting, 
building a stylistic awareness of film and tv genres and learning 
the physical, technical and mental acuity required to bring 
characters to life across a broad spectrum of styles. This 
exploration will culminate in each student recording a short 
demo reel.

NEW PROGRAM
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Group Piano
NEW PROGRAM

Learn with Friends!

The piano is a beautiful instrument. It bestows the valuable 
life skills of expression, creativity, multi-tasking and 

coordination upon the student, as well as teaching the language 
of music, from reading to writing to playing. Now, imagine all 
of this delivered in an environment where social skills grow, 
friendships develop and learning becomes the most exciting 

prospect.   

Group Piano does exactly this. Students will come together 
every week to learn as a team, play as a group and thrive 
as a musical unit. Whether they are playing together as a 
unified group or practicing individually on headphones, the 
student will develop musicality but also confidence in a group 

environment.
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Beginner (A) 
& Developing (B) 

Classes

We are offering 
two group 
piano classes 

for students aged 
7-13.

Taught by CBY piano and 
voice teacher Kelly Knight, 

Group A is for students who are 
brand new to the instrument and 

Group B is for students who have 
had approximately one year of recent 

study, or a longer period of study in the last few years.  If you 
are unsure of the right place for you and your skills, just ask!  

Each student will have their own keyboard to work with during 
the lesson, and will learn to play both independently and 
collaboratively. This class takes place over 50 minutes per 
week as opposed to a private half-hour lesson, allowing more 
time to cover a range of musicianship skills each week.

This program is ideal for students who enjoy a social learning 
experience and who are motivated by their peers.

NEW PROGRAM

Group Piano
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Private Voice

$118-$137
per month

Ages 6-18
Private Acting

$137*
per month

Ages 6-18

$140*
per month

* + HST

Ages 6-12

Private Dance

per month

Ages 10-18

Youth Dance

$70*
per month

Ages 6-9

Acting Department

Musical Theatre Dept

Dance Department

Private Guitar

$118-$137
per month

Ages 7-18

Private Ukulele

$118-$137
per month

Ages 5-18

Group Piano

$118-$137
per month

Ages 7-13

Acting for Film

$90*
per month

Ages 7-12 & 13-18

MTC
(Musical Theatre Class)

$80*
per month

Ages 5-8 & 7-12

$118-$137
per month

Ages 5-18
Private Piano

$137*
per month

Ages 6-18
Voiceover

$170*
per month

Ages 11-18

Youth 
Showstoppers

$60*
per month

Ages 3-5
Tot Dance

$118-$137
per month

Ages 6-18
Private Drums

$118-$137
per month

Ages 12+
Songwriting

Music Department

$137*
per month

Ages 7-10
Street Dance

& 11-16

Junior
Showstoppers

If your child is age 11 to 12, please reach 
out to us to discuss the most appropriate 
Showstopper group for them. The show 

that we produce, the make up of the 
class and the goals and experience of 
your child will determine the correct 

group for this crossover age.

Showstopper age crossover

P R O G R A M  O V E R V I E W

18

$252-$273*



Ju
ly 

& 
Au

gust ‘23
Ju

ly 
& 

Au
gust ‘23

Running al l through July and August at our 
studio in Waterdown, Camp CBY wil l engage 
the creat i ve minds of chi ldren interested in 

the arts, bui ld social and conf idence ski l ls and 
(most important ly) have ALL the fun!
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Private Program Schedule 

Private Voice SEPT 
6th ‘22

JUN 
24th ‘23

COURSE START 
DATE DAYS* TIMES END 

DATE
MONTHLY
FEES

MON-SAT

-

-

-

-

-

-

$118
$137

$118
$137
$137
+HST

$137
+HST

$118
$137

$118
$137

$118
$137

$118
$137

-

-

-

-

-

-

Private Piano

Private Guitar

Private Drums

Private Dance

Private Ukulele

Songwriting

Private Acting

Private Voiceover

SEPT 
6th ‘22

SEPT 
6th ‘22

SEPT 
6th ‘22

SEPT 
8th ‘22

SEPT 
7th ‘22

SEPT 
7th ‘22

SEPT 
7th ‘22

SEPT 
8th ‘22

MON-SAT

MON-SAT

TUES

TUES

WED

WED
SUN

WED
SUN

3:30pm

9:30pm

3:30pm

9:30pm

5:30pm

9:30pm

3:30pm

9:30pm

5:30pm-9:30pm

5:30pm-9:30pm

12pm-3:30pm

12pm-3:30pm

4:30pm

7:30pm

3:30pm

9:30pm

JUN 
24th ‘23

JUN 
24th ‘23

JUN 
25th ‘23

JUN 
21st ‘23

JUN 
25th ‘23

JUN 
20th ‘23

JUN 
20th ‘23

JUN 
25th ‘23

*Availability varies
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THUR
SUN

5:30pm-9:30pm

5:00pm-7:00pm
$252
$273

+HST
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Group Program Schedule 

Junior
Showstoppers

SEPT 
7th ‘22

JUN 
21st ‘23

COURSE START 
DATE DAYS TIMES END 

DATE
WED

$170
+HST

$70
+HST

$90
+HST

$156

$80
+HST

$70
+HST

$60
+HST

$140
+HST

-

-

-

Youth
Showstoppers
Musical 
Theatre Class

Tot Dance

Youth Dance

Street Dance

Acting for Film

Group Piano

SEPT 
6th ‘22

SEPT 
11th ‘22

SEPT 
7th ‘22

SEPT 
6th ‘22

SEPT 
7th ‘22

SEPT 
6th ‘22

SEPT 
11th ‘22

TUES

SUN

SUN

WED

WED

TUES
SAT

TUES
SUN

5:30pm

7:30pm

4:30pm-5:30pm

5:30pm-6:30pm

2:30pm-3:30pm

4:30pm-5:30pm

5:30pm-6:20pm

11:00pm-12pm

1:00pm-2:00pm

3:30pm-4:30pm

8:00pm-9:00pm

6:30pm-7:20pm

12:00pm

12:45pm

5:30pm

7:30pm

JUN 
20th ‘23

JUN 
25th ‘23

JUN 
20th ‘23

JUN 
21st ‘23

JUN 
25th ‘23

JUN 
25th ‘23

JUN 
21st ‘23

21
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Important Dates

8-10
OCTOBER

Thanksgiving
Break

11-17
MARCH

March 
Break

20
FEBRUARY

Closed for 
Family Day

25
JUNE

End of 
Term 3 and 
academic 
year

18
DECEMBER

End of 
Term 1

7-10
APRIL

Closed for
Easter

6
SEPTEMBER

Start of 
Term 1 and 
academic 
year

10
MARCH

End of
Term 2

02
JANUARY

Start of 
Term 2

20-22
MAY

Victoria Day
Weekend

31
OCTOBER

Closed for 
Halloween

18
MARCH

Start of 
Term 3

2022-2023
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Events Calendar

NOVEMBER*

Oakville 
Vocal
Arts
Festival

17-18
JUNE

Youth
Showstoppers
Show
Weekend

27
MAY

Waterdown 
Farmers’ 
Market 
Opening 
Ceremony

26
AUGUST

CBY
Summer 
Market

17-18
DECEMBER

CBY Winter 
Concerts

1-3
JULY

Waterdown
Ribfest

12
NOVEMBER

Memorial 
Hall 
100th 
Anniversary

10-11
JUNE

Junior
Showstoppers
Show
Weekend

APRIL*
Hamilton
Music 
Festival

JULY* Agent 
Showcase

26
NOVEMBER

Flamborough
Santa 
Claus
Parade

24-25
JUNE

CBY 
End of Year
Concerts

2022-2023

* Actual date TBC
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Calling all musical theatre lovers! After an 
incredibly successful kick-off year, our musical 

theatre programs are back and better than ever!
 
Has your child expressed an interest in Acting, 
Singing or Dance but you don’t know how or 
where to start? The musical theatre programs 
at CBY have you covered.

For those who are newly curious about 
theatre, we have our Musical Theatre Class 
(aka MTC), which delivers triple-threat 
training in a fun, social and low pressure 
environment. MTC students do not work 
towards a full stage production, but do 
prepare a performance for our Christmas 
and June concerts.

For those who are ready to jump into 
the spotlight, we have our flagship 
program - the CBY Showstoppers. 
Students will go through a year 
of triple-threat training with our 
award-winning team, as well as 
take part in masterclasses with 
guest performers. This program 
culminates in a fully staged 
production of a musical at 
Waterdown’s Memorial Hall 
and gives the students a 
complete end-to-end theatrical 
experience. 

 
Musical theatre is an ideal 

activity for the devlopment of 
your child, bestowing important 

qualities such as problem 
solving, confidence and inter-

personal social skills. Musical 
theatre includes acting, singing and 
dancing, disciplines that all promote 

creativity, expression, health (mental 
and physical) and determination. As 

such, participation in musical theatre 
activities promotes numerous benefits 

for the mind, body and soul; benefits 
that can be nurtured and enjoyed from 

a very young age .

Be sure to have a look around our website 
- it is filled with photos from last year’s 
staging of The Lightning Thief and Annie Jr 

(in fact, so is this brochure!).

We look forward to the exiting year ahead 
and hope you can join us for it! 

Bree McLean Roberts
Head of Musical Theatre

Musical Theatre
An intro to
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COVID protocols for September 2022

Air Quality

At our 21 Mill St N studio location, our air is cleaned with 
several surgical-grade HEPA filters achieving a minimum of 
6 air exchanges per hour in each of our spaces.  Our brand-
new HVAC system includes a MERV-13 filter.  Additionally, 
CO2 levels are monitored in the studio as a metric for 
ensuring proper ventilation.  Our group classes at Memorial 
Hall are ventilated with outdoor air, and the air is cleaned 
by a combination of HEPA filters and Corsi-Rosenthal boxes.

Masking

This year, our approach to masking is becoming more 
individualized except in instances where the government 
may mandate or strongly encourage mask wearing again.  
Effective in September, masking will be an individualized 
decision made by students and teachers taking part in private 
lessons. Some of our teachers will continue to require that 
their individual students wear masks, at least for the first 
few weeks, incumbent on their unique family and health 
situations. Some of our teachers are comfortable without 
masks. If a teacher requires masks, students must wear 
masks or take their lessons online for the duration of the 
masking period. Similarily, if a student wishes that their 
teacher wears a mask, our teacher will happily wear an n95 
mask while working with that student.

At this time, group programs are mask-optional. Tot Dance 
will still require dancers to wear n95s until approximately 
thanksgiving weekend.

Sanitization

Hand sanitizer is available for use upon entry and required 
prior to students playing a shared instrument.  Shared 
instruments are sanitized between each student.
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Vaccination Status 

All of our staff are fully vaccinated.  We do ask for students’ 
vaccination status upon registration for two reasons.  
In the event that an exposure has taken place at the 
studio, awareness of status helps us navigate next steps.  
Additionally, our 12+ vaccination policy remains in effect 
at this time, with unvaccinated students 12 and up taking 
their lessons online.

Self-Screening and Notification

We continue to trust that parents will screen their students 
for symptoms prior to sending them into the studio, using 
the Ontario School Screening Tool.  If a student is found to 
have symptoms or circumstances that would have caused 
them to fail the screening tool, they will be sent home and 
the lesson will be forfeited.  If a student is unable to pass 
the screening but is well enough to attend their lesson, that 
lesson can take place online. Covid-19 aside, any potentially 
contagious symptom is cause to take a lesson online as 
we do need to work together to keep each other and our 
families healthy.  If you aren’t well enough to go to school, 
you aren’t well enough to come to the studio!  
If you do test positive for Covid-19, please let us know if 
you have potentially exposed any students or staff at the 
studio.  We handle notification with aboslute anonymity 
and discretion.

As the Covid-19 situation continues to evolve, we reserve 
the right to amend any of these protocols as necessary. 
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